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Pakistani military making progress
By CHRIS BRUMMITT
BANAI BABA ZIARAT, Pakistan A Pakistani flag now flies over army
troops dug in on a strategic ridge that until two days ago was held by the
Taliban, a base where militants trained fighters, built tunnels and equipped
caves with electricity and air vents.
The takeover of the highest Taliban stronghold in the Swat Valley by troops
who stormed up its jagged, rubble-strewn slopes seems to be evidence of
the success of Pakistan's month-old army offensive. The action has been
welcomed by the United States, which fears the nuclear-armed country is
capitulating to the militants.
See Pakistani Military Making Progress
ABC News

Congo Exorcisms
According to a United Nations report issued this year, a growing number of
children in the Democratic Republic of Congo are being accused of
witchcraft and subjected to violent exorcisms by religious leaders, in which
they are often beaten, burned, starved and even murdered. The relatively
new phenomenon has become one of the main causes in Central Africa for
humanitarian groups, which are organizing programs to protect children's
rights and educate pastors on the dangers of accusing children.

See Congo
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Suggestion Box
Following are suggestions and feedback I'd like to share. If you have any
comments or suggestions, please let me know. It's through sharing and
pooling our ideas that the healing becomes easier and more effective!
SYMBOL PAGES: It's been suggested that in order to keep from having to
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go back to the symbol pages during a healing, that you merely insert them
behind the healing pages you are using. In otherwords, such as
"Countries and Locations", or "Groups". Although the page numbers
will be out of order, the pages will be much handier when doing a healing.
CARDS: Another suggestion is that for those times when you don't/can't
have your guide book with you, laminated cards could be used. These
cards would have all the symbols plus instructions. This would make it
extremely handy during travel, or to carry in your purse for a quick healing.
Let me know if you think these would be handy for you.
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SHARING NEWS: In this Newsletter, I've shared a couple news articles. I
felt this might be helpful on an on-going basis.
TALIBAN: Regarding the news on the Taliban, I think it's helpful for us to

DivinePeaceHealing note what is transpiring, however small. With our healings on-going, it is
very possible we helped to bring this about.
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SHARING DISTASTEFUL NEWS: Distastefull and horrific as it is, I
included what was happening in the Congo. It's a reality - it's happening,
and we have the power to change it. This is why it's included.

E-mail Us

During our first DPH healings in class, Michelle chose all the women and
children in Africa. I remember Toni saying she immediately felt a very
strong and overwhelming sadness. When Anne told me about the Congo, I
immediately wondered if that was part of what Toni was feeling.
If any of you have any ideas, suggestions or feedback, please let me know:
Margaret McCormick

Healer's Feedback
"I still can't get over how powerful the energy was on Saturday. I haven't
fully comprehended it, just yet!!"

Share Your

"I am so excited about this that I can hardly do my work. I simply need
space to process everything right now. Thank you for sharing this
wonderful healing!"

Experiences
"Thanks to everyone for such an amazing experience yesterday. I'm still in
disbelief about the power of that energy! "
"I'm getting a lot done, and several things are falling into place more easily
than usual. But most important, I've noticed that, overall, I'm happier.
Sure, there are ups and downs, but the downs don't go down as far, and
I've been much more resilient when things come up. This change has
definitely been noticed by others, and it started soon after the DPH class
(within 24 hours). I hope this "side effect" lasts the rest of my lifetime!!!"
"The only changes, I have experienced is that I am feeling a lot better. That
really is huge for me. Now that I am feeling better, I intend to do more
healings and I am looking forward to what is coming."
Margaret's Note: "I measured the CC's of the energy while we were in the
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process of the DPH Healing. It was 825!!!" That's incredible!! It's no
wonder we were feeling spacey."

CC's
During Class
825!!
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